Inducible mouse models for inherited skin diseases: implications for skin gene therapy.
Stem cells are crucial for the formation and maintenance of tissues and organs. To understand the role of stem cells in the pathogenesis of mosaic skin disorders, we generated inducible mouse models for two autosomal dominant keratin disorders, epidermolytic hyperkeratosis (EHK) and epidermolysis bullosa simplex (EBS), that enable activation of the respective mutation in epidermal stem cells in a spatially and temporally controlled manner using a ligand-inducible Cre recombinase. Whereas mosaic forms have been reported for EHK, which is caused by mutations in the suprabasal keratins K1 or K10, this has never been reported for EBS, which is due to mutations in the basal keratins K5 or K14. When we induced the phenotype in these models by topical application of the inducer, we found phenotypic areas in the EHK model that persisted for the life of the mouse. On the contrary, the induced blisters in the EBS model healed within a few weeks by migration of surrounding non-phenotypic stem cells into the wound bed. Our results indicate that lack of selective pressure against certain mutations in epidermal stem cells could explain why mosaic forms exist for EHK, but not for EBS. These findings have important implications for the development of new strategies for somatic gene therapy of dominant genodermatoses, and we are currently using these inducible mouse models to test gene therapy approaches.